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BACKGROUND

Today in Sweden, about 650 000 detached houses are heated qolely by direct-acting electric
heating, with a further 450 000 heated by electricity, but which can also be heated by somg

other fuel.

Over the years, many projects have been carried
energy can be saved, or made better use of, in th
stock- Most of these projects have concenfated sos'

on groups of houses, which has meant that the results cannot be^generaÏsed to.apply to the

entile dðtached housing stock, but can serve only as examples of how the efficiency of
electricity use in det¿ched houses could be improved.

Some technology procurement projects hav
couple of examples are the energy-efficient
the white goods projects (NUTEK). There
existing and established technology. An exa
domestic hot water heaters. By purchasing I
utilities (Halmstad and Nacka) have been able
thermal insulation performance and other asp
by aboat30To.

A large number of R&D projects h¿ve been canied out, or are being of,

it has been found that the results of many of them have not been sub , of
that it has not been possible so to do, so that it has not been possible
expected energy savings to more than a limited extenl

, or from the point of view of the local energy
utility, looking for improvements in the load factor by lopping peaks and frlling froughs.

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

The objective of this project is to put forward proposals_for measures or combinations
thereof (primarily sucÏ as ølf improve the efficiency of electricity use) which are suiøble for
use in existing housing stock.
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PROJECT PROPOSALS

1. HEAT RECOVERY

Background

The Building Regulations governing buildings constructed since the end of the 1970s have
placed considerable emphasis on airtightness of the structure. This is necessary in order
io reduce unconholled vendlation (air that flows through the builcling without passing
through the fan), which is essential if mechanical ventilation systems are to operate properþ.

The Swedish Council for Building Research (BFR) has installed a number of experimental
heat recovery units in existing detached houses and in a two-storey aparünent building. At
SEK 25 000 - 40 000 per dwelling unit, the systems were relatively expensive, and at
about 1500 kwh/house or apaftment, energy savings were modest.

These heat recovery units were not inst¿lled with the prime objective of saving energy, but in
order to improve the indoor climate. The occupants of the buildings have been very much in
favour of this particular R&D project, and without exception feel that their indoor climate
conditions have been substantially improved without increasing energy use.

Further improvements of the ventilation units and ducts, in terms of performance and
efficiency, can probably result in savings of about 30Vo. Opnmsation of fan efficiency will
avoid the need for oversized motors. In addition, the pressure drop across the heat
exchangers must be minimised, in order to reduce the fan drive power required. The sizes of
ventilation ducts, and of bends, also need to be optimised.

Working proposals

A performance specification should be drawn up, essentially as follows:

A review of existing heat recovery systems at present available on the market.

Optimisation of ventilation units: possibly development of a special unit intended for
retro-installation in existing detached houses from the 1970s and 1980s as an
improvement measure.

Development of suitable ducting systems for retrofitting applications.

Assessment of which types of detached houses (considering factors such as age,
airtightness etc.) are suitable for installation of mechanical ventilation systems with
heat recovery.

Optimisation of costs of the vendlation/heat recovery units and of the ducting.
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2. CONTROL SYSTEMS AND 'COMFORT HEATING'

Background

Most of the electic radiators that were installed during the 1970s are still in operation.
However, over the yeats, thermostats tend to fail, so that the switching cycle can take up to a
couple of hours instead of a few minutes, with the result that the radiators are either fa¡ too
hotbr stone cold, which of course considerably reduces indoor comfort,

Development

By installing a new confrol system, that takes over the part played by the radiators
thêrmostats in various ways, radiator tomperal es can be kept more const¿nt and comfort
improved. Such systems are known as comfort electric heating systems.

About 15 different proprietary systems are available on the market, with varying degrees of
sophistication. Prices are about SEK 10 energy
utiÏties, including Vattenfall, sell comple e others
refrain from such sales, mainøining that the s

Working proposals

A performance specification should be drawn up, essentially as follows:

Determination of the functions to be conûolled/provided by the system.

Requirement for cheap and simple installation.

Confrols and displays to be simple and easily understood.

- Modest price levels.

3. HEAT PUMPS

In general, heat pumps sys
finãncially viablè in terms lved
in replacing direct electric
reasonably modestly priced are the backg Plce
as a resuli of very tárge numbers of sales ations
are very simple, û¡ittr direct evaporation outdoors and direct heat release from the condenser

to the ihdoof air. Some heat pumps suppty their heat to a liquid heat exchanger. However,
all such installations have significant shortcomings, such as:

Insølling compressors and elecfronic controls in the outdoor portion results in energy
losses and reduced life.

Direct evaporation involves a risk of loss of refrigeranl

The majority of systems have no facility for heating domestic hot water (at least, not
simply).

Energy savings potentials are limited (4-6 MWh/yea¡).

Systems are not suitable for subsequent expansion (heat can be collected at only
a single point).
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Development requirements

As an alternative to background heat pumps and exhaust air heat pumps, a simple
liquid/water heat pump could be of interest It could be designed as a self-contained unit,
and would be suit¿ble for mo¡e o¡ less any application. If possible, it should be produced in
two sizes: one with an oulput po,wer of about 2-3 kW, and one with a power of about
3-4 kW.

Several Swedish manufacturers produce such units, but as a result of limited production
quantities they are expensive. At preseng units of this type cost about ¡¡¡ice as much as a
background heat pump, despite the fact that they are much simpler. It is therefore diffrcult
for individuals to justify such units on cost grounds.

Despite the fact that the liquid/water heat pump would have good prospects of being the most
cost-effective and environmentally beneficial altemative in the long term, both for the
individual owners and for society as a whole, the high initial cost puts potential purchasers
off.

A technology procruement programme should help to bring the price down to a reasonable
level. In the longer term, such a programme would result in larger production quantities and
reduced unit costs.

If the system breaks down, it may be necessary_to.replace it in its entirety, as pafts

ilõ ty ãiff"i"nt manufacturers cannot be easily intórconnected'

Working proposals

should aim at the development of a simple
g of 2-4 kWh and complying with rhe

Requiring little space, suitable for installation entirely indoors, and simple to
maintain.

Ft pn{t of the.unit must be easy to replace. If the entire unit has to be replaced,
it must be possible to fit a similar unit from another manufacturer.
The heat source can be earth, rock, outdoor air, ventilation exhaust air or any
combination thereof.

ossible by fan heaters, low-profile
heating, ceiling heating, ai¡borne heating,

A domestic hot water heating facility must be available.

It must be.possible to expand the system progressively, e.g. as electric
. radiators/thermostats, electric watei heateis elc. are t"pÍacia.



4. DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATERS

5. OIL.FIRED BOILERS / BIOMASS FUEL BOILERS

able
only
No

Deveiopment pressures aim at the production of such units suiøble for burning rape-seed oil
inr6u¿ãi-inätaloil. Rape-seed óil has approximately th9 same calorific value as mineral

;l;;hih ;i-pnn"r its stärage. Howeveiã drawback of this oil relative to mineral oil is
that it needs to be preheated before it can be burnr


